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A Message from the President
By Peg Duggan , PMP, President

It is already November and your
board of directors has been very
busy. Each board member has
developed an action plan as part of
our overall strategic plan which lists
their goals for the year. We will be
sharing the complete strategic plan
soon. In addition we are currently
working on the 2013 budget, reviewing the by-laws, and putting together
the election committee for the 20132014 board of directors.
New Board Member
Our most recent board of director is
Lesley De La Cerda, PMP, CAPM.
Lesley will assume the role of Director of Events and work closely with
Miiko Bradley, Director of Programs
and Andrea Moy, PMP, Director of
Membership to
bring you the
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can be used in Project Management. You can read David’s blog
at http://myflexiblepencil.com/.
The October Chapter meeting was
held at the Flag Hill Winery in Lee.
Diane Durkin presented “The Loyalty Factor: Building Rapport and
Connecting with Credibility.”
You may have noticed that we are
using a QRCode on the Save These
Dates cards. Using a smart phone
with a QR Reader, you can connect
directly to our Events page on our
website and get the latest details
on the events. The next chapter
meeting will be December 5, at the
Puritan Back Room, in Manchester.
Walt Havenstein, Sr. will present
“Project Management DoD Projects
and Trends in Government Programs.”
Remember to bring non-perishable
items for the Monthly Food Drive
for NH Food Bank. You may be
lucky enough to receive passes to
2 future chapter meetings as well
as support a worthy cause.

To like us on Facebook or follow us
on Twitter, go to our home page:
http://www.pmi-nh.org.
Volunteer: There are several volunteer projects underway. Two of our
members are working with Habitat
for Humanity in Nashua. We expect
to hear more about their project and
hope to share that with you. If you
are looking to volunteer, look at the
Volunteer Relationship Management
System (VRMS) system at
www.pmi.org/VRMS.
Project Summit
Several board members volunteered
at Project Summit / Business Analyst
World, Oct 22-25 providing information about our chapter. Plus, lucky
winners Scott Gasperin and Heather
Benotti of the September raffle attended sessions at Project Summit.

NA Global Congress
Julie and I both attended the North
American Global Congress in VanProfessional Development
couver BC this October representing
In the area of Education and Proour chapter. It was exciting and
fessional Development, two PMP
exhausting, meeting with other prostudy groups are currently under- fessionals and learning so much.
way this Fall and others are being The focus was on “Are You Ready to
planned for the Spring. There are be a Leader” as we shift from Project
several professional development
management to Project leadership.
Chapter Meetevents in the planning stages and
ings
there is talk of a pilot Mentoring
Sponsors
In addition to rec- program.
We would like to thank our sponsors,
ognizing our VolThe PMI New England chapters are Granite State College and Edgewater
unteers during the planning a full day, professional
Technology for their continued supSeptember Chap- development event for the middle port as corporate sponsors.
ter Meeting at
of August 2013 in the Foxboro
Martha’s Exchange area. We will start posting more
Open Positions
in Nashua, David
information in our newsletters and The Director of Networking position
M. Kaprzak preon the website soon.
is still open. This position is designed
sented the topic of
to restart the netPM meetings and
“Lean Concepts /
Connect: Besides our LinkedIn
look into starting networking RoundProject Managegroup and netPM subgroup, the
table meetings throughout the state.
ment Techniques” chapter now has a Facebook Page If you are interested, please contact
where he shared
to promote events and you can
me at president@pmi-nh.org.
how Lean concepts follow us on Twitter @PMI_NH.
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Chapter Contributions
Effective Project Management Ensures Safe
and Efficient Seabrook
Station Outage
By Tom Vehec,
Plant General Manager
Nuclear power plants supply one in
five homes in the United States with
safe, clean, home-grown electricity. What some people may not
know is that every nuclear power
plant needs to be shut down every
18-24 months to refuel. These shutdowns are called a refueling outage.
But, not only do workers replace
about one-third of the reactor's core
with new fuel assemblies that contain the uranium pellets which fuel
the plant, they also conduct an extensive amount of preventive maintenance to ensure that the plant can
run reliably for the next 18 month
fuel cycle. The project goal is to select and complete the right work to
ensure that the plant will operate
safely and without interruption until
the next refueling outage. The typical refueling outage lasts about 30
days with a cost of about $1M per
day. Outages are usually scheduled
either spring or fall when temperatures are most moderate and electricity demand is low.

design changes to plant systems and
various regulatory inspection requirements. The scoping process involves
an assessment of the capital available,
the schedule, the risk to plant generation reliability associated with postponing the work until the next outage and
the resources available to perform the
work. At the end of the day, in the
nuclear industry, safety trumps all as
the overriding factor in deciding what
remains in scope.
Once scoping is complete, planning
and development of engineering documentation to support the work commence and area tracked to completion
by a series of milestones. The work
packages are assembled, parts and
consumables are ordered and 2
months before the outage, all work
packages are completely walked down
by the maintenance craft personnel
with parts in hand.

In addition to refueling the plant for
another operating cycle, outages provide the opportunity to keep the plant
in excellent working order. For example, work in OR15 included a full generator rewind, internal inspection of
over 500 feet of service water piping
and huge amounts of preventative
maintenance on 7 large pumps and
improvement of the controls for the
emergency diesel generators. As with
any large project, the closeout phase
is where lessons learned, paperwork
close-out, engineering and procedural
documentation and project critiques
are performed. These processes ensure that, regardless of how well
the outage went, we can always do
better, be more efficient and provide
better value to our shareholders.

From an economic perspective, refueling outages benefit the local businesses that surround Seabrook StaNextEra Energy Seabrook Station just
tion. OR15 added more than $4 milcompleted its 15th refueling outage
lion dollars to the local economy from
since it began commercial operations
spending by the additional workforce
in 1990. Called OR15 (Outage Refuel- brought in for the outage, for necesing 15), over 1000 additional highlysary expenses such as food and lodgskilled workers from across the country ing.
had to be screened, tested, hired,
trained, and assimilated into the
Effective outage project management
'Seabrook culture' to support the liter- results in an outage being completed
ally thousands of outage work activisafely, on-schedule, and on-budget .
ties. NextEra Energy Seabrook is actu- Meeting the project goal ensures that
ally one of five nuclear power plants
the plant is set up for what is called a
that make up the NextEra Energy Nu'breaker-to-breaker run', a continuous
clear Fleet ; (Seabrook Station in New run for 18 months until the breaker
Hampshire, Duane Arnold in Iowa,
opens for the next outage. In the
Point. Beach in Wisconsin, and Turkey case of Seabrook Station, that means
From a project management perPoint and St. Lucie in Florida.
providing this region 3650 Megawatts
spective, refueling outages take a
Every worker at Seabrook Station, full- per hour of
massive amount of planning and
time employee or a contractor here for safe, clean
preparation. In fact, as soon as one the outage, shares the same values
and reliable
refueling outage ends, the plant is
called the Nuclear Excellence Model or electricity,
already preparing for its next refuel- NEM. The NEM is a series of values
enough to
ing outage.
and core principles that form the basis power to 1.4
A carefully planned, phased apfor Seabrook's operating philosophy
million busiproach ensures all of the pieces of
that nothing is more important than
nesses and
an outage are in place well before it safety. Every decision made, every
homes,
starts
behavior expected from employees, is until the
Preparation is based on a Long
based simply on always being safe. In spring of
Range Plan for large equipment/
fact, OR15 was Seabrook's safest refu- 2014.
components refurbishment or reeling outage ever with zero serious
placement, installation of engineered injuries.
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Upcoming Chapter Meetings
December 5, 2012; 6 to 9PM
Puritan Backroom, Manchester, NH
Discount cutoff date is Nov 30

Program Mgt DOD Projects & Trends in Government Program
Speaker: Walt Havenstein, Sr
CEO, Science Applications International Corp, Retired
Scan this QR code with your
Smart Phone to link you to the
Upcoming Meetings Page on

Chairman of the Board for FIRST
More details at http://www.pmi-nh.org/meetings.htm

January 16, 2012; 6 to 9PM
The Red Blazer, Concord, NH
Discount cutoff date is Jan 11

Project Dynamics: the Law of Unintended Consequences
Speaker: Bill Duncan PM Partners & PMBOK Author
More details at http://www.pmi-nh.org/meetings.htm

Joe DeLangie, PMP

Director of New
Media

Grow Your Career Through Social Media?

To the uninformed, the term ‘social media’ conjures up images of teenagers,
celebrity narcissism, and bad grammar.
But hold on! Social media is no longer
just a way to post self portraits online
and find out what your favorite celebrity
had for breakfast. In fact, millions of
professionals are using social media
channels to increase their knowledge,
expand their network, exchange ideas,
and even land their next career opportunity. The early adopters already
know this, but social media sites such
as LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter will
instantly connect you to a vast network
of valuable project management resources and other like minded professionals organized into convenient little
(or big) communities. The Project Man-

agement Institute itself even has the
formal PMI New Media Council, which is
a group of influential bloggers and podcasters in the realm of project management.
So it may be common sense that you
can find useful project management
content on the internet, but how can
participating in social media help your
career? Well, there is a reason that
your LinkedIn profile asks for your Twitter user name after all. Recruiters and
employers want to know as much about
you as possible, including your social
media presence. Are you connected
with other respected project management practitioners? Are you current on
relevant industry news and sharing useful content? Who you connect with and

what you communicate via social media
channels contributes to your overall
brand and can be the differentiating
factor in landing your next job.
So what are you waiting for? Expand
your network, build your knowledge,
and advance your career by following
@pmi_nh on Twitter, like our Facebook
page: Project Management Institute
- New Hampshire Chapter and join
the PMI New Hampshire Chapter
group on LinkedIn. Connect with us for
chapter updates and fresh content including project management articles,
resources, and local job postings.
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Mentoring
what you want, however we want
to formalize some aspects of it, so
"One of the things I keep learning is that all the work doesn’t fall on
that the secret of being happy is
your shoulders. As a member
doing things for other people." benefit, PMI-NH will utilize our SoDick Gregory
cial Media to match mentors with
"One thing I know; the only ones
mentees. At chapter meetings,
among you who will be really happy events, and even through email,
are those who will have sought and we’d like to collect names of people
found how to serve." - Albert
who are willing to be mentors, and
Schweitzer
then match them up with people
who are mentees. We will also proWhenever someone who has
vide some topics of discussions, or
achieved a high level of success
other activities to foster that menspeaks about their pathway to that tor/mentee relationship.
level, one factor that tends to be
To get this process started, I enquite common is mentorship. It
courage anyone who is interested in
doesn’t matter what field of enthis program to send an email to
deavor, or what sort of background Cathy or myself with the following
the individual has, they will most
information:
likely be able to recall a person, or
Your Name.
people, who mentored them, and it
If you wish to be a mentor or
is those people that they generally
mentee.
give most of the recognition to for
What field you are currently in
their success. A challenge for “the
(or what field you wish to
rest of us” is to find our own menlearn more about).
tors. It’s not like there is a list of
What time and place is most
people in your field that have
convenient for you for facesigned up to be mentors!
to-face meetings.
Well, why not? One of the goals
Any additional details you think
that I put forth to the PMI-NH
would be useful in matching
Board of Directors in my “Action
a mentor to a mentee.
Plan” as your VP of Professional De- This is just a start. In case you are
velopment was to institute just
concerned about this information in
such a program. To that end, I am the hands of your Board, I recomwriting this article to set that plan
mend you read up about our Priin motion. I have enlisted the help vacy Policy on the PMI-NH webpage
of Cathy Pecherkiewicz to help run
at http://www.pmi-nh.org/privacyand further formalize this program. policy.htm.
You can reach her at DAL1@pmiTo help you frame this opportunity,
nh.org or reach out to me at profI am reproducing a brief write up
development@pmi-nh.org. We’re
about mentoring from MindTools™.
both here for you.
This is a group that offers courses
So what will this program consist
and advice (all part of professional
of, and why should you sign up to
development). This particular write
be a mentor or mentee? Well, it’s
up is taken from their “free prereally your program, so it can be
view” page and is public domain.
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By Steve Lundquist ,
PMP

And while this focuses on the role
of mentors, understand that the
reciprocal applies to the mentee.
Mentoring
An essential leadership skill
Mentoring is an essential leadership
skill. In addition to managing and
motivating people, it's also important that you can help others learn,
grow and become more effective in
their jobs. You can do this through
a mentoring partnership, which you
can arrange within your organization or through a personal or professional network.
Should you become a mentor? And
what do you need to consider before setting up a mentoring relationship? In this article, we'll highlight some things a mentor does
and doesn't do, and we'll help you
decide whether mentoring is right
for you.
Becoming a Mentor
Mentoring can be a rewarding experience for you, both personally
and professionally. You can improve your leadership and communication skills, learn new perspectives and ways of thinking, advance
your career, and gain a great sense
of personal satisfaction.
Is Mentoring Right for You?
Even if you understand the benefits
of mentoring and it sounds like a
great idea, you have to decide
whether it's right for you. To explore your reasons for mentoring
and whether you want to take this
type of commitment further, ask
yourself these questions:
1. Do you want to share your
knowledge and experience
with others?
2. Do you enjoy encouraging
and motivating others?
3. Are you comfortable asking
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challenging questions?
4. Do you want to contribute
to other people's growth
and success?
5. Are you prepared to invest
your time in mentoring on a
regular basis?
6. How will mentoring contribute toward your own career
goals?
7. How will mentoring add to
your sense of contribution
and community?
8. What type of person do you
ideally want to mentor?
Can you describe the professional and personal qualities of this person? Do you
want someone from the
same profession or the
same career path?
9. In what areas are you willing to help? Are there any
areas that you don't want to
go near?
Clarify your reasons and motivations for becoming a mentor. When
you meet a prospective mentee,
this will help you assess your compatibility.
What You Should Consider
Although you may want to jump
right in with both feet, think about
these practical considerations:
1. Frequency of contact – How
much time can you commit
to this relationship?
2. Can you "meet" weekly?
Biweekly? Once a month?
3. How long can you spend in
each meeting? Half an
hour? An hour? More?
4. Do you want to be available
between "formal" sessions?
5. Method of contact – Would
you prefer face-to-face
meetings, phone calls, or
emails? If you were to use

phone calls, who places the
call? Can you both use an
Internet phone service such
as Skype (giving high quality, free local and international calls)?
6. Duration of partnership – Do
you want to limit the length
of the mentoring partnership? Do you want to set
regular intervals to review
whether you're both happy
with the relationship, or do
you just want to informally
review progress on an ongoing basis?
7. Skills, knowledge, and experience – What specific
expertise can you offer to a
mentee?
8. Confidentiality – How will
you approach confidential
business information? Think
of ways to speak about general concepts and situations
while maintaining confidentiality.
Where to Draw the Line
When developing a mentoring partnership, make sure you have clear
boundaries of what you can and
cannot do for the mentee.
Answer the
above questions to help
you clearly
define these
boundaries for
yourself.
Then, when
you meet your
potential mentee, you'll better understand your own mindset –
what areas you're interested in covering, and what you will and will not
do.
Take the lead on where you'll allow

the mentoring relationship to go
and what ground you'll cover. As a
general guide, focus on your expertise and experience. If anything is
beyond your skills and abilities, refer the mentee to another expert.
For example, if a discussion about
human resources issues raises a
concern about employment law,
send your mentee to an internal
expert or attorney. If conversations about work problems lead into
personal or family problems, the
mentee may need more focused
professional help from a psychologist or therapist.
As a mentor, you can become the
mentee's confidante and adviser.
You may be called upon to be a
"sounding board" for all sorts of
issues and concerns. So know in
advance how you're going to deal
with difficult situations and getting
"off subject."
Key Points
A mentoring partnership can be an
enriching experience. You can develop your leadership and communication skills as well as contribute
toward your own career advancement.
Mentoring can also give you a great
overall sense of personal satisfaction, knowing that you're helping
someone else learn and grow on a
professional and personal level.
Before you begin a mentoring partnership, it's important to think
about your reasons for becoming a
mentor and the practical considerations and logistics of such a relationship. If you decide that mentoring is right for you, the time and
effort that you put into it can reap
great rewards that far exceed your
expectations.
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PMI Communities of Practice; Earn PDU’s
One of the most frequent asked questions on the
chapter meeting feedback surveys is “How can I
earn additional PDUs”? Besides attending Chapter
Meetings and Professional-Development events,
credential holders can attend virtual webinars by
joining a PMI Community of Practice (CoPs). There
are about 40 different Communities of Practice
where you can become involved, meet people from
all over the world with similar interests, share best

Aerospace and Defense
Agile
Automation Systems
China Project Management
Construction Industry
Consulting
Earned Value Management
eBusiness
Energy, Oil, Gas and Petrochemical
Entertainment
Ethics in Project Management
Financial Services Industry
Global Diversity
Global Sustainability
Government
Healthcare
Human Resource Project Management
Information Systems
Innovation and New Product Development

practices, and develop your knowledge and skills in
that particular area. You can also earn PDUs. PMI
Communities of Practice are only available to PMI
members. To join a Community of Practice, log
into your PMI account: http://PMI.org/JointCoP and
select the CoPs that are of interest of you. Here is
a list of the current CoPs offered:

International Development
IT and Telecom
Leadership in Project Management
Learning, Education and Development
Legal Project Management
Marketing and Sales
New Practitioners
Organizational Project Management
Pharmaceutical
Program Management Office
Project Management Quality
Project Management Quality
Project Risk Management
Requirements Management
Retail
Scheduling
Service and Outsourcing
Transportation
Troubled Projects
Utility Industry

If you sometimes wonder where and how to report your PDU’s?
go here: https://ccrs.pmi.org/


You will need:
 PMI.org login credentials
PDU event information; our chapter meeting PDU info is posted on this page
http://www.pmi-nh.org/PreviousMeetings.htm
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Getting to Lessons Learned
Picture this…
Testing activities wrapped up with just a few lingering open issues to pursue. The Production implementation schedule has been approved. All key players are informed of dates, times, and their roles. The
correct Production levels approvals have been
sought and received. And you, as the project manager, are trying to schedule your formal lessons
learned. Using your organization’s scheduler, you
cannot find a good time for your meeting. There is
not even a time when you can get the “key players”
together.
If you’re anything like me, one of the reasons you
are drawn to projects is that projects have beginnings, middles, and they end (hopefully). And, you
really look forward to getting to the end your project! And, part of closing a project is performing the
lessons learned.
What to do….
Instead of waiting until the end of the project, I conduct an informal lessons learned at the end of each
phase or key activity. Instead of scheduling a separate meeting, at the end of the weekly team meeting
I ask for pain-points or lessons learned for prior
week’s activities. I create a list of these pain points
and make the Lessons Learned Lists available in the
team’s document repository.
The advantages are:



I captured the pain points close to the time that
they happened. Details are fresher and more accurate than at the end of the project.
For those who were affected by the pain point,
they were given an opportunity to voice their
thoughts immediately. Often, they feel heard,
particularly since I have documented their specific concerns.

By Nora Colliton,
PMP




I am able to correct immediately, in some instances, in the next phase, instead of waiting
for the next project.
All lessons learned are shared – large or small,
critical or incidental. During a formal lessons
learned, only
“key” issues
are mentioned
as some are
deemed too
small for the
larger audience.

I do, still, recommend conducting
a formal session
for lessons
learned at the end
of the project. Because you have
already gathered
informal lessons
learned, you
might be able to
use other methods
that do not require in person sessions. (For example, sending out a survey might be sufficient.)
Also, you may have some flexibility with your audience, as the core team already shared their input. (Perhaps, this is a business-oriented lessons
learned, for example.) The artifacts for your lessons learned may be different – incremental list
vs. final lessons learned document.
Lessons learned, or retrospective, is a key tool
that I repeatedly use to improve how efficiently
and effectively I run a project or its phases. As
work environments get busier and/or resources
become even more over-allocated, I learned to be
creative in when and how I gather these lessons.
Nora
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PMI - NH Study Group Update
JANUARY sessions are intended to start around the week of January 14,
2013.
Proposed locations are Merrimack and Portsmouth.
We will be looking for Instructors and Mentors to volunteer to teach in December.
Volunteer and earn PDU’s!
Our final meeting for the current Exam Prep Group is next Thursday, 11/15,
with 42 students successfully completing the 14 week session. Thank You to
Instructors, Jim Poisson, Kevin Reigstad, Tom Wolklin and the Mentors Eliot
Andler, Steve Lundquist, Kathy Jacobs, Steve Teahan, David Russo and Tom
Paradis for dedicating their time to escort the students through the training
required to take and pass their exams!

Remember: PMPs
earn PDUs for
attending PMI
New Hampshire
Events.

Recent Chapter Meetings
September Chapter Meeting Highlights:
Annual Volunteer Recognition and
Lean Concepts / Project Management Techniques
Speaker: David M. Kasprzak
http://www.pmi-nh.org/docs/Presentations/
Lean_Concepts_PM_Techniques.pdf
52 members of the PMI New
Hampshire Chapter attended
our September chapter meeting held at Martha’s Exchange
in Nashua.

October Chapter Meeting Highlights:
The Loyalty Factor:
Building Rapport and Connecting with Credibility
Speaker: Diane Durkin
http://www.pmi-nh.org/docs/Presentations/
BuildingRapport.pdf
Over 46 members of the
PMI New Hampshire Chapter attended our monthly
chapter meeting. Held at
Flag Hill Winery in Lee, NH."

A valued sposorMichelle Cappozolli
from Granite State
College
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Meet The Board of Directors
Peg Duggan, PMP
President
president-elect@pmi-nh.org

Julie Wyman, PMP
President Elect
president-elect@pmi-nh.org

Karl Thulin, PMP
Director of Education
education@pmi-nh.org

Kathleen Babin-Johnson
Director of Communications
communications@pmi-nh.org
Joe DeLangie, PMP

Ken Crowley, PMP
Treasurer

Director of New Media
dal4@pmi-nh.org

treasurer@pmi-nh.org

Lynda Sawicki, PMP
Recording Secretary
secretary@pmi-nh.org

Steve Lundquist,PMP, M.Sc
Vice President of Professional Developement
prof-development@pmi-nh.org
Eric Johannesson, CPHIMS, PMP

Past President

president@pmi-nh.org
Howie Lyhte, PMP

Director of Governance
governance@pmi-nh.org
Open

Director of Networking
networking@pmi-nh.org
Cathy Pecherkiewicz, PMP

Director of Professional Development
dal1@pmi-nh.org

Kathy Comtois, PMP
Director of Marketing
marketing@pmi-nh.org

Miiko Bradley
Director of Programs
programs@pmi-nh.org
Andrea Moy, PMP

Director of Membership
membership@pmi-nh.org

Prasanna Kumar, MCom,
PMP, MCTS
Director of Sponsorship
sponsorship@pmi-nh.org

Sushil Jaiswal, PMP
Director of Volunteers
volunteers@pmi-nh.org

Lesley De La Cerda, PMP, CAPM

Director of Events
events@pmi-nh.org
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